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Sara Benaglia (Italy) lives and works
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Benaglia also runs the non-profit space
BACO_ Base Arte Contemporanea
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Churches in Bergamo overloaded with the
coffins of COVID-19 victims

Lombardy closes, while the American Army
DEFENDER-Europe 20 military drills proceed.

a Reflux
of Anger

—> 31/01/2020 the Prime Minister of Italy signs a document
that declares the State of Emergency in Italy
—> 28/02/2020 Confindustria Bergamo publishes a video
online adressing the international partners of the city. The
message of the video is “Bergamo is Running”
—> 06/03/2020 Messages of emergency are published on the
websites of Hospitals since they need physicians and nurses
—> 07/03/2020 We live the real sovranist dream: everyone
locked in their own space
—> 08/03/2020 Lombardy closes and the self-quarantine
continues, while the American Army DEFENDER-Europe 20
military drills proceed in Vicenza. Without anti-coronavirus
masks or any other protections. Is the American military
vaccinated? I don’t take myself too seriously, but I think about it.
An alternative... does America believe its superhumans will be
stronger than the virus?
—> 09/03/2020 From today, cinemas, theatres, concerts and
museums are closed throughout Italy. It’s the first time this has
happened since the Second World War.
—> 10/03/2020 My grandfather dies, without being tested for
COVID-19.
—> US Army Europe request the institution of a “Military
Schengen Area” to let tanks circulate freely. The Defender
Europe 20 exercise is scheduled for April-May. The need to
increase military mobility was discussed in Zagreb on 4-5
March at a meeting, attended by the defense ministers of
the 27 EU countries, 22 of which are members of NATO. The
Secretary General of NATO Stoltenberg, who has attended the
EU meeting, calls it “the largest deployment of US forces in
Europe since the end of the Cold War”.
—> 11/03/2020 In the farewell room three relatives give
Grandpa a last farewell. Next door a row of nine coffins is
waiting to use the same room after him.
—>Some friends in Milan are denouncing gatherings of more
than two people. The social distancing generated by the state
of exception reaps its first victims: young people who turn into
policemen to give strength to the new authoritarian state. In the
meantime, the elderly are dying like flies in old people’s homes,
and riots are being whipped up in prisons. From the reception
areas for migrants there is no news. For some, the state of
exception has already been in place for some time.
—> In the event of a pandemic, if in Italy in less than two days
the state of exception will be exasperated by declaring the
state of pandemic, would the Internet be closed? Or will the
exception lead to an expansion in the use of the network, with
its project of social separation and a great transformation to
a capitalism of the network and platforms? Who sleeps in a
democracy wakes up in a dictatorship. And, please, stop talking
about an end to pollution, because it is not part of the plans of
biofascism and because airplanes continue to cross the sky.
They just don’t carry civilians. Food among other things. Could
we feed ourselves without supermarkets?
—> The transfer of power from nation to science generates a
technological response. The project of social separation will
lead to network and platform capitalism.
Who owns the network?
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A Flux of Errors, a Deflux of Life, a
Reflux of Anger
1. Roberto Formigoni, former Governor
of Lombardy for 4 terms, was convicted
for millionaire corruption. He distracted
over 200 million public money in favour
of private clinics of friends. Six million
was pocketed by him directly. The
Prosecutor’s Office in 2016 called
him “the head of a criminal group
responsible for a system of corruption
that lasted 10 years and that would
have squandered about 70 million
public money”. He was sentenced to
5 years and 10 months’ imprisonment
converted in 5 months in jail plus house
arrest on ridiculous grounds, such as
the “reserved lifestyle” maintained
in prison. We know that the money
distracted by Formigoni is hidden in
Switzerland and that the character’s
religiousness has taught him to keep quiet.

—> 12/03/2020 In the church of the cemetery of Bergamo
there is an average of 40 coffins with corpses awaiting
cremation, while from Friday the crematorium works 24 hours a
day. The total number of infections here has exceeded 1,800.
—> 13/03/2020 No EU country responded to Italian plea for
help with Coronavirus, but today Chinese physicians and nurses
got to Italy.
—> Factory workers are not protected at the moment, but sent
to the front line by industrialists without adequate security
measures or protection.
—> Lombardy is pushing to adopt a surveillance method, but
no COVID-19 test is done, expect on those that go to hospitals.
—> 14/03/2020 It’s a flu. Fake news can be created better when
their protagonists are racialised.
—> The nation invites everyone to stay in their homes.
Feminicide cases don’t stop.
—> 15/03/2020 Why don’t we call in the mafia to manage the
emergency in Lombardy? The criminal idea of Matteo Renzi on
the appointment of Guido Bertolaso as super commissioner
for the Covid-19 emergency has found confirmation in the
Government, thanks also to the pressing of Matteo Salvini and
Gianni Letta. The scandals of L’Aquila Earthquake emergency
contracts entrusted to corrupt friends + an authoritarian drift
that was coming to an end with the birth of the Protezione
Civile Spa have already been forgotten by the Italians. Or never
known? The press has the gag. Italians have a blindfold on their
eyes and earplugs.
—> 16/03/2020 Formigoni, I think of you every morning. And I
wonder who the fuck gave you house arrest.1
—> 17/03/2020 While the neighbor counts the dead, you
believe in the nation: Zombie!
—> 18/03/2020 Being remotely controlled, using this logic of
“responsibility” against personal freedom and seeing people
denounce neighbors makes me sick. Most people who are
dying in these hours are over eighty years old and don’t have a
cell phone. And are not protected against nurses coming from
the outside. Or relatives.
—> 19/03/2020 We are in full emergency with coronavirus
pandemia. Stefano Fagiuoli - at the head of the Department of
medicine of Papa Giovanni Hospital in Bergamo, Italy - has 2
messages. The first one is for the general population: please,
stay at home. The second one is for whoever wants to help us.
We need nurses and physicians, together with ventilators and
Individual Protection Devices.
—> Grandfather’s coffin is transported together with others by
military trucks bound for other cities because the crematorium
in Bergamo is not able to dispose of all the dead.
—> 20/03/2020 How and how much has Orio al Serio airport
changed Bergamo in these years? Nobody has ever opened a
real investigation on the effects that this airport has produced
in these years on the health of the citizens of Bergamo. No
correlation has ever been made so far on the increase of
tumors, pneumonia and tracheitis even before COVID-19.
Bergamo has always been too small for an airport that has
continued to expand, taking everything and forcing us to live
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with the windows closed all year round as well as the dust and
the terrible noise it produces.
But even we, I, have continued to travel in the name of
contemporary art. How much is our value system leading to the
death of the planet?
—> 21/03/2020 Corriere della Sera, if you really want to find a
spiritual answer to the emergency, please don’t interview the
bishop of Bergamo anymore, better if you ask Alexa if God loves
us. In small communities priests still bless those who are about
to die, even if they have COVID-19. The bishop, instead, says
in the interview that doctors and relatives can bless their dead.
Even without priests. So, please, if you close the parks, don’t
leave the churches open. Because you can also pray at home.
We have to give “8 per thousand” to hospitals and no more to
the church. Or you who love jogging and have printed the selfdeclaration, must say he/she is going to pray.
—> At the beginning, on the 21st of February, it was numbers.
Now I am thinking about ghosts. When you can’t do anything
against politics and reality, death becomes your ally.
—> We are facing more than 600 deaths a day, and more than
200 just in Bergamo.
In a tiny village, Vo Euganeo, where the epidemic started and
was stopped,
after one week without cases and with all the citizens tested,
the epidemic just restarted with a new case yesterday.
—> 22/03/2020 Communication, newspapers and televisions,
in recent weeks is the typical communication of war scenarios.
Every day, as in war, we wait for a press conference. Not of
generals, but of the civil defence. Official communication is the
structure of the COVID-19 narrative and consensus, regardless
of the truthfulness of what is told. But what is told and how? The
point of view of the narrator is unique, and unique is becoming
the point of view of the receiver. Indoctrination leads in Italy to
approve 94% of the government’s work. This is not normal. It
means that everyone thinks the same way. The same happens
in war scenarios. When everybody thinks the same way, there’s
a problem.
Those at the top of the pyramid of the system know that it is not
convenient to eliminate the fruit salad that is the internet. When
there is a lot of noise at the end nobody has a precise course to
follow.
We are zombies, blindfolded, colliding with each other, while
above us the top decision-maker breathes a fine air. Facebook
is the vehicle of Fake News, but “Colonia Italia” shows how this
also happens with printed communication.
Fake News feeds the noise. The best way to make something
harmless is not to talk about it. Today, journalists in the West are
no longer killed, because they are sound speakers. If you talk
about Fake News it is because you want to turn a spotlight on
that Fake News.
We are all confused, we do not understand what is happening
and we do not know what the world is going to be like soon.
This total confusion only benefits those with clear ideas,
unfortunately ultracapitalistic ones.
—> COVID-19 responds to a horizontal, globalized world in
which nations lose their meaning.

Sara Benaglia

more than what we are spending to cover the consequences of
COVID-19)
—> Lockheed Martin’s 5th generation F-35 produced in USA
are becoming more expensive (and citizens pay to buy them).
They are used principally to transport nuclear weapons B-6112.
—> Gen. Tod Walters was asked by Mrs. Fisher in a public
hearing in the US Senate about the “non-first use of nuclear
weapons”. Walters answered “Senator, I am a fan of flexible first
use policy” (I remind you that Italy has nuclear weapons on its
territory so we would be under attack instead of Washington..)
—> in Monaco Mike Pompeo pushed to break economic
contracts with China (HUAWEI’s 5G ) and Russia.
—> China and Iran lead a group of countries (that includes
Russia, Venezuela, North Korea, Nicaragua, Cuba and Syria) that
last Thursday pushed for the UN to pressure Washington to lift
sanctions during the pandemic—> Mattei was murdered in the
70’s +/- for the same reasons)
—> Does Europe need to buy US F35s to defend itself?
—> Why not lift the sanctions against Russia to give money to
small and medium enterprises?
—> Why don’t we borrow the money allocated in military
spending to cover the emergency instead of talking about
CoronaBond?
—> Why are we talking about the Russian threat if not to enrich
the arms manufacturers (Eisenhower)? But Russia has major
nuclear potential... and Europe is in the middle of this great
game of who earns on war -> this is not space for philosophy
but Europe does NOT have a ruling class able to support this
anti-war change.
—> 04/04/2020 Grandfather’s ashes returned this morning and
were therefore buried. In quarantine you forget a lot of things
and get used to a slow existence, like that of plants.

Official Nato logo for DEFENDER Europe 20

—> 23/03/2020 Is there a correlation between the diffusion
of COVID-19 in Lombardy and fine dust (PM-10 and PM2.5)?
A study by the Society of Environmental Medicine and the
Universities of Bologna and Bari analyses the correlation.
There is a solid scientific literature that correlates the
incidence of cases of viral infection with concentrations of
atmospheric particulate matter, which acts as a carrier for many
contaminants, including viruses. The latter, in fact, “attack”, with
a coagulation process, the particulate matter, consisting of
solid and/or liquid particles able to remain in the atmosphere for
hours, days or weeks, and which can spread and be transported
over long distances”. In this way viruses can “travel”, in vital
conditions for a certain time, in the order of hours or days. The
rate of virus inactivation in atmospheric particulate matter
depends on environmental conditions. While an increase in
temperature and solar radiation has a positive effect, high
relative humidity can promote a higher rate of spread.
—> 24/03/2020 (Pension Covid) The Fornero reform (2011) is
not sustainable for Italy. Every day more and more delays in
the arrival of health aid, every extra death on that table is just a
symptom of a missed communication: we have no more money
for pensions. Death to the olds!
Boris Johnson is more of an asshole than a cynic. But the only
thing that differentiates him from Italian politicians is that he
has been explicit in saying that the European capitalist system
can only sustain itself by making the oldest and weakest die.
// (Risorgimental Covid) In our new psychic environment, we’re
being told we’re at war. But in a war, soldiers are there to be
sacrificed to a greater purpose, to the good of the nation.
Anyway, people are singing Mameli’s hymn on balconies. (The
disease, however, is the result of a complex social, cultural
and marginalization problem). War is pure emergency, in
which no sacrifice will be considered excessive. Getting sick
means being invaded by the enemy and dying is a defeat. Why
resurrect national pride now?
—> 25/03/2020 on the Channel 3 news I see an interview with
the manager of the nursing home where Grandpa lived. Out of
260 old people, 40 died. No one was swabbed and not all the
bodies were cremated.
—> 27/03/2020 European foreign policy depends on the
military elite and the coronavirus can only accelerate certain
processes. North Macedonia joined NATO, becoming its 30th
Ally.
—>DEFENDER-Europe 20 is continuing, even if with fewer
soldiers but more nuclear bombers
—> 28/03/2020 Fire at the court in Milan, burning down the
archive on the seventh floor. Just yesterday the investigation of
Attilio Fontana for abuse of office was closed.
—> 28/03/2020 Another NATO exercise started in Scotland. It’s
called JOIN WARRIOR (with USA, GB, Germany +)
—> If you have more military exercises, you have more costs.
Washington is asking Allies to increase defence spending TO
DEFEND OURSELVES FROM THE RUSSIAN THREAT
—> In Monaco Mike Pompeo orders Europe to increase the
military budgets by $400 billion that would mean Italy spending
7% more than the $25 billion spent so far (which is again much
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Matthew Galloway

Swi ng

Time
All the long red lines
That take control
Of all the smoke like streams
That flow into your dreams
That big blue open sea
That can’t be crossed
That can’t be climbed1

from the
Hands of
Ti me

During the first days of New Zealand’s lockdown in response
to COVID-19, at some time between 8:30 and 8:35am—or pm,
no-one is sure—somebody scaled the cliffs east of the central
South Island town of Alexandra, and swung on the hour hand of
the townships signature local attraction—an 11-meter diameter
clock visible from miles around.
Holding the weight of one or more humans broke the clock,
which had operated with little maintenance for over 50 years.
Whenever this time-freeze occurred, local residents soon took
notice, and the clock inherited a new meaning; turning from a
working mechanism to a monument; unwittingly and poetically
signifying the changing perception of time that has so characterised life in quarantine during this global pandemic. What’s
more, almost a month later, the clock remains frozen, as the
maintenance required to fix it has been deemed outside of
‘essential’ business activities permissible while New Zealand
remains in lockdown.
The unique nature of the Alexandra clock has made it a
favorite amongst locals over the years; it acts as a marker of
place, a stamp of identity. Similar to any architectural intervention that has an abstracted, logo-like quality; it has broadcast-ability, a mnemonic nature, a post-card quality. Personally,
I’ve always enjoyed that it shares a certain aesthetic likeness
with the Doomsday Clock; suspended high above the township,
looking over the daily lives of residents—a constant, overbearing signal of the passage of time. To my eye, the clock serves as
a reminder that time is surveilling us; always watching, always
there.
What happens when a symbol that has come to define notions of place, and identity tied to that place, stops doing what
it’s always done? We like to think of time like we constructed
it, but really it constructs us. Identity, it seems, is a time-based
medium. As slowly as time allows identity to accumulate, its
power of erasure is quicker. Our construction of identity is
scaffolded precariously to a cliff, waiting for a lunatic to vandalise it. Time, in moments of crisis, has the ability to abandon
its usual rhythm, and cast off into space, floating, free. Like a
dream state where you’re both the subject of the dream, but
also somehow watching the dream unfold. Sometimes, in the
moments of awakening, that feeling lingers, and you can almost
grab it as it bleeds out into waking life.
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The dread that inhabited me as I awoke on September 4th,
2010, at 4.35am preempted my conscious knowledge of what
was happening in the moment—my body knew before I did. But
somewhere in the half-awake seconds between leaving the bed
and reaching the doorway the realisation that I was in the middle of an earthquake finally dawned on me. Huddled together
with my partner in our bedroom doorway, our house shaking
uncontrollably, I remember closing my eyes, and seeing an
image of ourselves, a slowly panning shot that zoomed outwards, through the rafters and up into the black, soupy sky
above. And for a moment I was looking at the stars, like you do
on a clear night in the countryside, and everything is still, the air
is crisp, and it’s just you and the heavenly bodies. Suspended
above myself, in that flash of outer-body-ness, I had this dawning acceptance of my total insignificance, my total lack of
control. The earth was powerful beneath me; it held a complete
lack of regard for me; I was not a subject with thoughts and
feelings; hopes and dreams; I was just another cluster of matter
flailing around on its surface.
The September 4th earthquake lasted 10-15 seconds, but
the experience of waking to a reality more dream-like than
whatever dream-state I left behind burrowed deep into my
consciousness; the dread that accompanied it remaining on
notice for total recall whenever I feel so inclined. The lesson I
most readily associate with that moment is this: dreams are defined by our lack of control over them, but reality is no different,
we’ve simply become very good at believing in the illusion of
control. In the coming swarm of earthquakes that plagued my
hometown of Christchurch throughout 2010 and 2011, reality
was that the earth moves in ways irrespective of lives, buildings, homes, history. The built environment that structures and
enables our daily lives—giving us a sense of belonging, identity
and sense of place—was dismantled and Red Zoned. In the
process, the illusion of control founded on the perceived permanence of our built environment was completely erased. The
Christchurch Cathedral; which served not only as the central
building in the city’s square, but also as the city’s logo, remains,
almost 10 years later, a pile of rubble. During the quake-swarm,
the facade of built environment became fascinating to me—in
particular the sense of reality that we collectively wrap around
the illusion of permanence. During this time, I redrew the city

The Alexandra clock
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The Christchurch City Council logo, and my postquake alternate

Swing from the Hands of Time

logo without the Cathedral, and without the stylized Avon river
(whose banks had broken). All that was left in the new logo was
sky above, earth below, separated by a horizon line. The erasure
of these built aspects served both as a reflection on the new
reality I found myself in, but also as a return to a pre-colonised
state; before Christchurch was imagined by European Settlers
as an ‘English City of the South’; before stone cathedrals and
intersecting roads erased the wetlands beneath them that
had served as productive gathering grounds for Māori; sandy
ground that came back with a vegence. It was like the earth was
trying to backpedal on us, erase the passage of time, erase our
actions; our sense of permanence and its colonising ways.
I came to see the cultural fabric through which we fashion
our identity as a comfort blanket, made to lull us into a sense
of security, a sense of control. It enables us to function on
the assumption that our reality is a fixed state of being, with
legible rules and guidelines. To acknowledge that this fabric is
self-fashioned through experience and time—and therefore a
supremely subjective façade—is both a highly rational achievement, and the jumping off point for deep existential crisis.
Which brings me back to present day, and imagining the vandal
swinging from the hands of time. Holding this thought, I start to
imagine an alternate reality, in which the weight of the vandal is
too much for the structure, and the entire mechanism begins
to detach, and suddenly everything is falling; the hands of time,
and signifiers of hour and half hour, the scaffolding, and the culprit, descending through space, wrapped up in each other, slow
motion, against the grey cliffs of Alexandra. Perhaps this vision
better illustrates the chaotic nature of time and space as experienced in the age of global pandemic. We have arrived here
because of a true crisis that has cost many lives. As a captive
audience, we have watched governments scramble to respond,
in way ranging from measured, to completely insane. Meanwhile
families lose loved-ones who either become figures in an official body count or else form part of the uncounted, ‘unofficial’
mass that estimates only go so far in being able to truly render.
In the worst hit regions, these deaths have overwhelmed quarantine measures and healthcare systems, whereas in countries
like mine, which were afforded time to learn from the likes of
China and Italy, these deaths can only really exist in a numerical
sense, never in a way that can hope to resonate with our quarantined minds as they pour over stats and graphs comparing
exponential growths and flattening curves. What these first
months of the crisis have further revealed is the fragility of
our current social, economic and political systems—our ‘built
environment’—our contemporary obsession with systems and
infrastructure – our need to codify and demarcate existence.
We have seen much of this infrastructure dismantled; ‘working mechanisms’ have become monuments. Time has both
collapsed and expanded; from this island at the bottom of the
world, I can commune with anyone, yet I can’t step outside my
borders. The idea of air travel allowing me to step foot in Europe
after a day or so hurtling through space is now a distant memory, and a perverse memorial of what we both took for granted,
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producing publications and art
objects.

and granted permissible. What is possible in this new reality has
changed, taken on new forms.
In Futurability, theorist Franco ‘Bifo’ Berardi presents possibility as ‘chaotic content looking for shape’2— a slow moving
field of magma that every now and then coalesces, and forms
into reality. Through this illustration, he paints human history as
a sequence of coalescences in a flow of unrealised alternative
possibility; the implication being that if we can imagine history
as a set of coalescing forms, we must also imagine the many
possible realities that never escaped the flow. Equally, this implies that the future will be defined by the ability of the chaotic
to find shape. Our futures are not predetermined, nothing is
certain—we are in the flow of abundant possibility. However,
Berardi laments, in our contemporary moment, this expansive
vision of possible futures is rarely given air. Our human ‘obsession with order’ means that the possible has been ‘captured
and reduced to mere probability, and the probable has been enforced as necessity.’3 In other words, the future, and our place in
it, does not feel like an abundant flow, but a necessary fate—an
inescapable free fall.
Maybe this is a free fall, and undoubtedly this virus is a tragedy of real human cost. But maybe there are also futures that
feel possible now that appeared nothing but fever dreams in
the crushing inevitability of 2019. We have felt the sensation of
floating through time, untethered, vulnerable, and yet, weirdly
free. There was a moment, in Christchurch, after the dust had
cleared, and the extent of the erasure was clear, when possibility reigned. This was a moment for imagining a new way of
inhabiting space, a new kind of city. But this moment of potency
was quickly replaced by a yearning for a return to ‘normalcy’,
for rebuild; an undo of the dismantling. Reimagining the city
gave way to ‘how many carparks do we need?’ In many ways,
COVID-19 is a more abstract crisis, one that in turn presents
a more abstract form of dismantling. But how might this moment of crisis act as a moment of erasure? Not in a way that
leads only to loss, but in a way that exposes the façade of our
contemporary state of being. Are there dream-states that are
in fact possible realities? Is there potential within the free fall to
reimagine, to furtively swing from the structures that we were
so sure we controlled, and find out how it feels to freeze them,
break them, and see what exists on the other side.
1. Mercury Rev, Holes from the album
Deserter’s Songs (1998)
2. Berardi, Franco. Futurability: the Age
of Impotence and the Horizon of
Possibility. London: Verso, 2019. pg 27
3. Ibid. pg 6
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Almost every mind in the world is focused on the same concerns these days, and I worry that I cannot add much to all the
analysis that the great collective intelligence is already offering.
I think it will take a while to get the information and distance that
will enable a sensible analysis. And, fortunately, I am not among
those who have dramatic or exceptional cases around them, so
I consider my individual testimony to be of no particular importance.
So I choose to take advantage of this invitation to think
about more daily points. How does this crisis affect the perception of routine? These days, I am increasingly aware of a series
of guidelines that already organized my time, of the lack of exceptionality within this state of exception. Let me explain:
I’m writing this text from the same desk where I’ve been
working since the quarantine began a couple of weeks ago. I
have not yet acclimatised to the slight feeling of confinement
that the quarantine produces - I don’t think many people can
get used to it in these circumstances. My personal situation is
calm, but there is one deeply haunting point: how little my daily
routine has changed. The table where I write has been my usual
place of work for quite some time. I don’t want to say that the
coronavirus crisis hasn’t affected me; it has disrupted my life
in a brutal way, from having to alter or cancel my entire work
schedule, to the constant concern for people close to me, or
the fact that something as daily as going out to do the shopping
is a stressful and disheartening experience, not to mention the
distressing situation of workers who have no other option but
to work in front of the public in risky conditions.
I want to highlight how my daily routine has not changed
drastically in the wake of the coronavirus, but it has been radicalised. I usually work alone, from home, occasionally out on
specific projects; I collaborate with a large group of people,
but we communicate by email, Zoom or Skype; a large part of
my time is spent on developing projects for open calls. Other
activities are reviewing texts, studying or management work:
handling information. A precarious job in its material conditions
and in its future perspectives. These are the conditions of what
some authors from Italian post-operaism, such as Franco ‘Bifo’
Berardi or Maurizio Lazzarato, call “cognitariat”, where the worker’s body becomes part of a technical chain in the infosphere,
a virtual place formed by psychochemical flows of data. The
“cognitariat” (of “cognitive” and “proletariat”) is characterised
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1 lavoragine.net/la-pandemia-democratiza-poder-de-matar/?fbclid=IwAR1_
h97hUP9Ks8m-RSTXVrcWTkpnQOXJrqYN2goyxAk3fjUKoPq_FWBOOVc
2 A. Mbembe, Necropolítica, Editorial
Melusina, 2011
3 D. Sztuljwark, La ofensa sensible.
Neoliberalismo, populismo y el reverso
de lo político, Caja Negra, Buenos Aires,
2019
4 B. Groys, La soledad del proyecto,
en Volverse público p.73, Caja Negra,
Buenos Aires, 2014
5 W. Benjamin, Tesis sobre la historia
y otros fragmentos, Protohistoria
Ediciones, Rosario, 2009

by the high need for flexible schedules, services and travel
(now impossible), and a lack of solidarity, of class consciousness. Much of the blame for this lack of solidarity lies with the
spatial organization of labor under cognitive capitalism: if the
proletariat had the factory as a common place where they could
physically recognize themselves as part of a larger collective,
the cognitariat is fractured, divided into capsules connected
among themselves. A plethora of peripheral spaces from which
to work, hidden from each other.
In a recent interview, the Cameroonian philosopher Achille
Mbembe said that the power to kill has been “democratized”
at the moment when our body and its contact with others has
been transformed into a potential weapon in this pandemic.1 A
discourse that justifies controlling the movement of bodies, a
fundamental part of what the philosopher calls “necropolitics,”
the power to “kill and let live”. Mbembe takes the paradigmatic
example of Palestine to analyze the deployment of a power that
controls populations through the creation of internal borders
and limits, a militarization of daily life that fragments space, and
creating checkpoints that require official permits for movement
between different places.2 These are some of the procedures
that we have seen implemented since the beginning of the
quarantine, but these are not new techniques. These are strategies that, for example, we find expanding the southern border
of Europe, so that it ceases to be a wall and becomes a series
of “operations” which take place in many places and through
different institutions, being internalized by means of racist
mechanisms. These are techniques aimed at segregating the
population. The Argentine sociologist Diego Sztulwark analyses how the transformations of contemporary “post-fascist”
neoliberalism replace confidence in progress with an obsession
with security: “The appeal to xenophobia, sexism and classism
arises in response to and as a substitute for the values of liberal
multiculturalism typical of a phase of capitalism that dreamed
of a world without borders, while at the same time administering
them with cruelty”.3
For European neocolonial institutions, the coronavirus crisis is an opportunity to expand their policies and reinforce the
process of territorial segregation that is already underway. The
obligation of confinement separates legitimate national bodies
from racialized bodies that are excluded from the possibility of
shelter. Through confinement to the home, the bourgeois and
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patriarchal fantasy of the interior as a space of security is reinforced, while the set of people who do not have a permanent
place, resources that allow them to safely quarantine or who
have to move through public space, are designated as possible
carriers and diffusers of the virus, dangerous bodies that must
be persecuted.
This segregation is not new; the coronavirus crisis radicalizes a previous colonial structure. The healthy body, the “hero”, is
the one that stays at home. The “home” is not an abstract place,
despite the attempts to show it as a safe place, as if gendered
violence (among many other situations) did not exist and was
not reinforced within the walls of the home. The house where
the white national bodies take refuge is inspired by the bourgeois fantasy of the home, but it evolves under the cognitive
economy I was talking about before. The house under the neoliberal imaginary is the capsule where separate “virtual” workers
connect to exchange information from the “collective solitude”
of the rooms with screens. These capsule-houses not only project a particular vision of space - a series of internal points without continuity, where the outside is a dangerous place where
contact with other human beings can lead to contagion - but
also of time. The “safe” neoliberal architecture produces a temporal perception marked by discontinuous rhythms of work and
the constant bet on the future.
Working as a freelancer on cultural projects means always
working on a series of future projects; multiple lines that open
up multiple possibilities. The project proposal has become a
literary genre, a type of text that could be framed between the
short essay and speculative science fiction, aimed at briefly
reflecting on specific problems, launching proposals for events
that will take place in the future and rigorously and seriously
elaborating the effects that these will have. All this by means
of a writing that transmits confidence and will, the will to look
towards progress. It is essential that the project conveys that
we fully believe what we are writing, even though we know full
well that the chances of the project being chosen and carried
out are usually small, and that sometimes this means proposing
multiple different projects that would ultimately be realized all at
once; proposals which are completely incompatible with each
other. This is a state of imagining and defending simultaneous
futures in order to have more possibilities; in order that at least
one will be chosen and turned into a reality. “Each project is,
above all, the declaration of a new future that is believed to
come once the project has been carried out.”4 It is a work that
constantly seeks to de-synchronize us from the common flow
of life and projects us into a future, a nebulous time that never
comes, because even if the project is carried out and we can
dedicate ourselves to it, the race to continue projecting new
possible futures must continue.
The project produces a particular future that can be described as linear, homogeneous, cumulative, and individualistic.
A future based on individual competition, where the only transformation will be a series of gains or losses that we risk, but
where the conditions that are projected “forward” imagine the
time to come the same as the present, under the same need
to fight against people better or worse than us (there is always
a ranking) to win new and better projects. And in this capitalist
fantasy of accumulation and eternal competitiveness, anxiety
is a central component. It is a logical effect for which there are
pharmacological remedies that help us to continue working, but
it is never a sufficient reason to question the functioning of the
system. Anxiety is part of everyday life.
Well, with this coronavirus crisis and the almost total shutdown of cultural projects around the world, all those possible
futures that are imagined in the projects we write in our “own
connected rooms” are shaking. The future - this neoliberal,
linear, cumulative, homogeneous future - has disappeared. But
this is not a revolutionary change, the shooting of the revolutionaries in Paris at the tower clocks to “stop time”, as Walter
Benjamin relates; it is not a leap in the continuum of history.5
Our situation, cognitarians of the world, has not changed, it has
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only become radicalised. Our loneliness and isolation is accentuated; as anxiety grows towards future projects and expands
towards our present, towards the situation of all our loved ones.
And from the institutional discourses, the aim is to intensify the
permanent competition, the over-exertion, the excessive sacrifice, now under the warmongering discourse of a war against
the virus. The health professionals (I am thinking of Spain, I do
not know how it has happened elsewhere, although I imagine
the situation will not be much different) are grateful for the
applause and the shows of support from the people who recognise them as “heroes”, but they remind us that they are not,
that they are professionals doing their job and that what they
need is not chants about the exceptional nature of their task,
but economic support for a public sector decimated by years of
neoliberal plundering.
Right now I can only think of one thing more terrifying than
the situation we are experiencing: the possibility of returning
to normality and treating these weeks of crisis as a time of exception. “The state of exception in which we now live is indeed
the rule “;6 it is still true. We must arrive at another concept of
history consistent with the situation we are going through. A
conception of time that starts from the physical reality of the
confinement that fractures our being in common, but not this
confinement produced by the virus, but the one that already
preceded it and that now becomes intolerably evident.
The neoliberal response to coronavirus implies a state of
exception and confinement for any activity that is not aimed
at the re-acceleration of the economy. This morning I woke up
with the surprise that the journey to agricultural work is allowed
as long as it is an economic activity, but travel to pick or gather
your own produce is forbidden in Spain,7 a measure that reinforces unpaid domestic labour - well studied by the writer and
feminist activist Silvia Federici as the foundation of capitalist
accumulation.8
It is necessary to situate financial abstractions in concrete
stories and bodies; bodies that inhabit domestic spaces (with
all the complexities that this word ‘domestic’ brings) that are not
neutral spaces, but rather constructed on the basis of gender
differences and other vectors. The confinement of quarantine
radicalizes the presence of our enclosed bodies, turning domestic space into a tool of the neoliberal policies that are taking
advantage of the COVID-19 crisis to reinforce their privileges.
An absolute reconceptualization of domestic space is necessary so that it stops being a tool of oppression and becomes a
language of solidarity. To do this from the physical distance in
which we find ourselves is a very complex challenge.
6 Ibid. p.22
7 “¿Puedo ir al huerto que está fuera de
mi municipio? No en el caso de un huerto particular (consumo propio). Sí en
caso de actividad económica.” https://
elpais.com/espana/2020-04-01/35-preguntas-y-respuestas-sobre-los-limites-de-nuestra-movilidad-donde-empieza-la-irregularidad.
html?fbclid=IwAR18l_ENxjtn6Og5bYY-I02IaIfLeKp3rHyICLj1QI2SY53wXTt0p-kRQOM
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8 S. Federici, El patriarcado del salario.
Críticas feministas al marxismo, Traficantes de sueños, Madrid, 2018
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